
OLLIE FOR SOCIAL!!!
ABOUT ME:
• For those who don’t know me my name’s Ollie Dunne 

a.k.a. GodofGuinness a.k.a. OCD and I’m a first year Econ 
student from Manchester.

• Learnt to ski before I could walk, sent my first double cork 
1080 at 4 years old. (see Figure 1)

• Having worked in bars since I was 15 (in case I haven’t told 
you yet), I’m extremely qualified in shit chat, excessive 
drinking, and entertaining the inebriated.

• Best cuddler WarwickSnow has seen to date (cuddle 
conversion rate: 0%, minutes played: 2 nights)

WHY YOU SHOULD ALL VOTE FOR ME!:
• Lost my snow virginity at toga circle and been a dedicated member of the club ever 

since (actual virginity still heavily intact).
• I have literally come to almost every snow event this year, and I can’t wait to make the 

socials even bigger and better than before. (go on claim me, I guarantee my eyebrows 
shall remain perfectly whole).

• Dangerous is an understatement for the pure quantities of purple that enter my 
bloodstream during a circle.

• Upheld the sacred covenant of every bosh kindly bestowed upon myself, and plan to 
maintain such divine principles during my time in office.

• I’m a friendly face (see Figure 2) and social person, as a fresher myself I know it can be 
daunting to find a society where you feel comfortable. The current socials have done a 
great job making me and the other freshers feel included, and I want to continue to 
make snow an inclusive society where everyone feels accepted. I understand fresher 
intake is vital to the continuation of the club, and as social I’d make it a priority to get 
new people active and involved in Kings and other major snow events.

• I will run the loosest circles that the club has seen (claim me I dare you), I’m not afraid 
to make a tit of myself for a good time and plan to embarrass myself as much as 
physically possible throughout my snow career.

• I promise to be the absolute littest at après, I have already been known to test the 
structural integrity of any table in sight. (see figures 3 & 4)

Me at BUDS! One of the highlights of the 
year for me and was a great opportunity to 
get to know the exec. During my tenure as 
social, I strive to make BUDS as loose as 
physically possible!

Figure 2: Friendly face

Figure 3: Cuddling at après

Figure 4: Spreading the gospel of 
snow to alpe d’huez

Me at Afterjam! Was a tad sleepy 
(literally drove back from 
Manchester after finishing a 9-
hour shift at 2 am so I could give 
Penelope a smooch at 10, so 
worth it), but nothing a little joss 
(or 6) can’t fix AMIRITE!!!

“Wow Ollie is such a nice guy 
and I bet he would make an 

amazing social sec. You should 
all vote for him!” – Harry 

Pemberton

MY AIMS:
• Organise and run the biggest and loosest socials the society has ever 

seen!
• Maintain and organise huge collaborations with WarwickBass and 

possibly spin the odd deck or two (big things coming soon…)
• Be super inclusive and get as many freshers involved as possible
• I’m a great listener! If anybody has any issues regarding anything, I want 

to be a person that they can count on to talk to.
• Have my blood turn purple by the end of the year
• Ensure everybody has an amazing tour and make it the biggest selling 

one yet. I will personally find every single fresher and persuade them to 
buy a ticket (going to have to disclaim unfortunately).

Figure 1: Me competing at X games in 2008.


